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This work considers generalized multiple decompositions allowing two-way 
interconnections. An abstract network of N interconnected concurrently 
operating automata iscalled a N-automaton, If a N-automaton dr' realizes agiven 
automaton M, then d't" is a N-decomposition f 21//. The properties of such a 
N-decomposition can be represented by a N × N matrix of relations. This 
type of matrix is then used to study linear N-decompositions--those having 
linear physical configurations. In the context of decomposition matrices, linear 
decompositions give rise to tridiagonal matrices. Conditions are obtained for 
constructing linear N-decompositions by decomposing the last component of 
a given linear (N -- 1)-decomposition. It is then shown that this construction 
indeed yields all linear decompositions. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMIARIES 
(A) Introduction 
There is extensive literature on the problem of decomposition for automata. 
However, most of the work such as [2, 4, 10] were directed toward decomposing 
an automaton into series-parallel connections of component automata. The 
present work considers generalized multiple decomposition allowing feedback 
interconnections a in [5, 8]. 
The problem of generalized pair decomposition was studied in [5, 6]. In 
this paper, we first generalize some of the results to the multiple case. We 
show in Section 2 that the properties of any generalized ecomposition with 
N components can be represented by an N × N matrix (Oil) of relations. 
Since a generalized N-decomposit ion is a network of N concurrently operating 
machines as discussed in [3], the physical configuration of such a network 
can be very complex. It is possible that most of the components are inter- 
connected. Therefore, it is desirable to consider special types of decompositions 
whose configurations are relatively simple. For instance, the usual serial and 
parallel decompositions are such examples without feedback interconnections. 
Allowing two-way interconnections, it is natural to consider decompositions 
having linear physical configurations, namely, decompositions in which the 
N components can be linearly ordered as 2141, M~ ,..., M u so that only the 
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neighboring automata 21/I~ and 3/Ii+,, 1 ~< i ~< N-  1, are interconnected. 
(see Fig. 1). 
The notion of decomposition matrix developed in Section 2 proves to be 
most useful. In that context, the matrix of a properly ordered linear generalized 
decomposition is tridiagonal. We obtain in Section 3 conditions on (0~j) for 
checking if a given decomposition is linear under that ordering of the com- 
ponents. We then engage in establishing conditions to construct linear decom- 
positions of an given automaton by decomposing the last component of a 
given Iinear decomposition. Since all pair decompositions are linear, we begin 
our study with triple decomposition in Section 4. Conditions obtained from 
3-decomposition are then generalized in Section 5 to give two recursive condi- 
tions for constructing linear feedback decompositions. The method of construc- 
tion is proven to be exhaustive and hence generates all linear decompositions. 
(B) Preliminaries 
An automaton (deterministic, incomplete) M is a triplet . 'g /= (S, T, f}  
where S is a finite set of states, T is an alphabet, and f is a transition function 
from a subset D(f )  of S × T into S. Without affecting the behavior of jet, 
,are may assume that S = %(D( f ) )v  f (D( f ) )  and T = %(D(f) )  where ~r~ is 
the ith natural projection map and f (D( f ) )  is the image of D(f)  under f. 
An N-automaton J [  = (D, T ,F )  is an automaton where the states are 
N 
N-tuples, i.e., iff D C I~i=1 Si for some Si ,  and S~ = ~ri(D ) for each i. Since 
the states in an N-automaton are N-tuples, we may interpret d [  consisting 
of N component automata M1 ,..., MN where for each 1 <~ i <~ N, 34i = 
( Si , T X I-IJg:i Sj  ,f i).  Hence if (S 1 . . . .  , SN , t) is in D(F), then fi(si , (~I~,i sj , t)) = 
~(2v(( ,~ ,..., s~),  t)).  
The fact the each M i has l-I3#i S~ as a part of the inputs irrlplies that, in 
general, these N components may all be interconnected. In fact, an N-automaton 
is a network of interconnected concurrently operating machines defined in [3]. 
To define interconnection i the N-automaton d/Z, we introduce the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION l. l .  Let s, s' be two states in M i . Let j =/~ i. Then s, s' are 
said to be (1~i, M~)-compatible iff 
~,(F ( (s~ ,. . . ,  ,~_ , ,  , ,  ,~+~ ... .  , s~) ,  t)) = =~(V( (s ,  , . . . ,  s , _~,  s', ,,:+~ .... , , x ) ,  t)) 
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whenever both sides of the equation make sense, as each sk varies over Sk for 
l~ v~ i, 1 <~ k <~ N. 
A set of (M i ,  Mj)-compatible states in Mi is called an input configuration 
from ll//i to M) .  The total number k of distinct input configurations from 
M~ to Mj determines the number [log2 k] of connecting lines from IV/i to 13//~. 
In  general, compatibility is not an equivalence relation on the set Si since M i 
may be incomplete. Therefore the problem of finding the minimum number 
of input configurations from M¢ to M 3- must be formulated as a covering 
problem. 
DEFINITION 1.2. An N-automaton ~ ~ (D, T ,F )  is a generalized N- 
decomposition (GND) of M = (S, T, f )  iff there exists a realization homo- 
morphism ¢ such that ~ realizes M (i.e., M is the image of a subautomaton 
of J [  under ¢). I f  the components are M 1 .... , MN,  we also denote this GND 
by [M~ ; _/Vie ;...; Mn]o. 
Remark 1.1. To study the interconnection i  a GND ~ ~ (D, T ,F )  of 
M =-(S ,  T ; f )  with realization homomorphism ~b, we can simply consider 
d/[ as a GND of the particular automaton M o --  (S~,  T, fo) with realization 
homomorphism ~: D(¢) 1-1 -+onto So" The transition function fo is defined as: 
¢ o ~-l(fo(s , t)) = f (~ o ~-l(s), t). 
In other words, S o is identified as the split states of S in accordance with 
the original $, and M 0 is isomorphi c to the subautomaton (of #/[) which is 
homomorphic to M. 
On this set So, ~ naturally induces a set of N equivalence relations {Oii} 
as follows: sOiis' iff ~ri(~-l(s)) = rri(~-a(s')). Further, the g.l.b, of this set of 
relation ~ Oii is 0, where 0 represents the finest equivalence relation. 
2 .  DECOMPOSITION MATRIX 
With this set  {Oii } of N equivalence relations, one can define another set 
of relations {Oij 1 1 ~ i ~ j ~ N} on S o as follows: Two states sl, sz of S o are 
said to be 0iTrelated iff for all sl' , s 2' in S where sl', sz' are chosen to satisfy 
sl'Oiisl, s2'Oiis2, and Sl'((']~i Ok~) s2' we have fo(sl', t)O~fo(s2', t) for all t. In 
general, 0i3 is reflexive and symmetric and thus induces a cover on S o . 
The following theorem establishes the equivalence of Oig with (M i ,  M~)- 
compatibility. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let /d  ~- (D, T, F )be  a GND of M = (S, T, f )  with 
realization homomorphism ¢. Let s, s' be two states in M o = (So ,  T, fo)" Suppose 
for some i, 1 ~ i ~ N, ,ri(~-X(s)) = a, and ,ri(~-X(s')) = a'. Then sOijs' iff the 
two states a and a' in Si (of Mi) are (Mi  , Mj)-compatible. 
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Pro@ The proof can be carried out using the definitions of Oi~ and com- 
patibility. 
Since the equivalence relations (Oii} are actually induced by the component 
automata {3//}, and the relations {Oij [ 1 <~ i J= j <~ N} represents the inter- 
connections; the properties of this GND ~ of the automaton M can be repre- 
sented by this N × N matrix (Oi~). This matrix can be properly called the 
decomposition matrix of M given by the GND. 
By Remark 1.I, we may consider a N-automata ~//{ = (D, T ,F )  which 
is a GND of M = (S,  T, f )  with realization homomorphism ~b, as a GND 
of M, .  Namely the realization homomorphism ~b can be assumed, without 
the loss of generality, to be an isomorphism. Thus M,  will be identical with M 
and S, = S and f ,  =f .  The relation Oi~ will be on S and defined as: sOiis' iff 
= 
Remark 2.1. We note that the assumption of ~ being an isomorphism does 
not exclude state splitting. Rather, the states have to be identified after state 
splitting in accordance with ~b. In fact, only after the states are identified, 
do we discuss the interconnections between components of a GND. 
In the following, f~(Oj~) is a relation on S~ such that two states and s' in S~ 
are f(~10jj)-related iff for every t E T, f~(s, t) Ojjf,(s', t). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Jg = (D, T ,F )  be a GND of M = (S, T , f )  with a 
realization homomorphism 4. Then there exists an N × N decomposition matrix 
(Oij) of relations on S~ such that 
(1) each O~i s an equivalence relation and (] Oil -= O, 
(2) for all i and j, Oij D Oii , 
(3) for all i ~= j, Oij n (O,~.~i 0,~) C_f~1(Ojj). 
Proof. These can be directly checked by using the definitions of Oij. 
For a theorem in the other direction, we have: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M = (S,  T , f )  be the homomorphic image of M 
(2,  T , f )  under 4. Suppose {Oij I 1 <~ i , j  <~ N} is a set of relations on S sueh that 
(1) for each i, Oii is an equivalence relation, and (~ Oil -= O, 
(2) for all i and j, Oij D Oil, 
(3) for all i =/= j, Oij C_f;l(Ojj), 
then there exists a GND M'  ~ (D, T, F )  of M with realization homomorphism 
such that 
(a) M~ My, 
(b) the set of relations on S~ ~ S induced by the GND is exactly {0~j}. 
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Pro@ The construction of Mr can be sketched as follows: Let S i ,  1 ~ i ~ N,  
be the set of equivalence classes under Oil. Let D be the collection of (q  ,..., cn) 
in YI Si such that 0 ct =/= ~.  Since Oii satisfies (1), we know that S can be 
naturally embedded in 1-[ Si , say under z, namely, for ~ ~ S, .r(~) = (c 1 ,..., CN) 
such that N ci = {~}. DefineF((q .... , CN), t) = "r- l(f(O ci) , t)). Since 00i i  = O, 
N ci =~ ~ implies that ('1 c~ is a singleton set. Thus F is weU defined. Clearly 
M = M,  and the relations induced by this GND is exactly {Oij }. 
Since each relation 0ij can be represented by a cover on S , ,  we thus can 
find a minimum subcover corresponding toeach Oi¢. In particular, the minimum 
subcover of Oii is the partition induced by the equivalence relation Oii. We 
note that although a minimum subcover corresponding to each Oij is in general 
not unique, the number n(Oij ) of elements in such a minimum subcover is 
unique. By Theorem 2.1, n(Oi~), for i :/: j, represents the number of input 
configurations from M i to Mj .  Hence the number of connecting lines from 
Mi  to M~ is [log2 n(Oi~)]. For i = j, the number n(Oii) is the number of states 
in the component automaton Mi  • 
Remark 2.2. For all i and j, n(Oi~) = 1 means Oij = 1, the coarsest relation, 
and for i =/= j, Oij -~ 1 implies that there is no connecting line going from Mi  
to Mj (i.e. [log~ n(0ij)] = 0). 
Remark 2.3. It should be pointed out that any automaton M = (S,  T, f )  
can be considered as an Moore automaton (S, T, f, 0, g) where g is any function 
on S into 0, and 0 is an output alphabet. In order for an N-automaton 
[m 1 ; m 2 ;... ; iN] to  be a decomposition of a given automaton M where M is 
considered as a Moore automaton, the output function G of [M 1 ; 342 ;...; Ms] 
having the same output alphabet 0 can be selected to commute with the realiza- 
tion homomorphism ~b and the output function g of M. Namely, G = g o ~b 
whenever it makes sense. 
The schematic representation f a linear decomposition with output function 
G is given in Fig. 2. 
G ] 
FIGURE 2 
3. CHECKING THE OFF-DIAGONAL ]~NTRIES 
We have shown that the properties of a GND of M can be represented by 
a matrix of relations with diagonal entries being induced by component automata 
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and off-diagonal entries representing the interconnections. With the correct 
ordering, special types of decompositions can be represented by special types 
of matrices. For example, a parallel decomposition can be represented by a 
diagonal matrix, a serial decomposition by a bidiagonal matrix, and a serial- 
parallel decomposition by a triangular matrix. A linear generalized ecomposition 
can be represented by a tridiagonal matrix. 
The terms bidiagonal and tridiagonal matrices are similar to the traditional 
usage in linear algebra with the exception that our off entries are 1 instead 
of 0. In our notation, I represents the coursest relation. 
To check whether a GND is linear under the given ordering of the com- 
ponents, we establish the following results. Let (0i~)Nxy be the decomposition 
matrix of a GND of M = {S, T , f}  under C-an isomorphism (Remark 2.1,2.2). 
THEOREM 3.1. For all 1 ~ i :/= j ~ N 
0ij =1  iff (79i~ 0kk)C--f-l(Ojj) 
Pro@ Suppose 0i~ = 1. By Theorem 2.2, ((~kei 07a~) -Cf-l(0jj). To show the 
converse, let s 1 , s~ ~ S. Suppose there are sl' , se' such that sl'Oiis I , s2'Oiis 2 and 
sl'(~k¢i Okk)s~'. Then by assumption, sl'f-l(Ojj)s2 '. Thus slOijs 2 . Since sl,  s 2 
are arbitrary, 0i~ = 1. Q.E.D. 
J 
COROLLARY. Suppose (~=i  0~,, C_f-~(Okl~) for some i < j, 1 <~ i, j, k <~ N. 
Then for all p :/= k, 0~7 ~= 1 i f  p < i or p > j. 
This corollary may be used to check whether a GND is linear under the 
given ordering of the components. 
We further note that if 0ii C_f-l(Oii) for some i, then 0~i ~- 1 for all j @ i. 
This coincides with the results in [3] that if 0ii has the substitution property, 
then there will be no lines going into M i . Thus the entire ith column of the 
matrix (0ij), except 0~i, has entries 1. 
4. TRIPLE DECOMPOSITION 
We now consider constructing a triple decomposition from two (2) successive 
pair decompositions. Let [2141, Me,  M~]~ be an arbitrary 3-decomposition of 
M = (S ,  T , f )  with realization homomorphism ¢. Let the associated ecom- 
position matrix be (01j). Each 0i3 is a relation on S~, the set of split states of S, 
splitted in accordance with the homomorphism ¢. By the associative law, 
we may consider this 3-decomposition asone which is obtained by two successive 
pair decomposition [M 1 ; MI']~ 1 of M and [M 2 ; M3]~2 of MI'  satisfying the 
diagram of Fig. 3, 
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S¢ ~ D(q,) c S, x D(~ z) c Sl x [ S z x SS ) 
s 
FmVRE 3 
where M/= (S i ,  T, fi>, i = 1, 2, 3 and M 1' = ($1', T, f l '} and¢l o (1 × ¢2) = ¢ 
on D(~b). 
We note that, in general, neither ¢1 nor Cs needs be one to one. Any pair 
decomposition satisfying above diagram (.)  gives rise to the same 3-decom- 
position [M 1 ; M s ; M~] o . 
Let (ait)l<i,j~< 2 and (fiiJ)S<i,t~<3 be the matrices for [M 1 ; MI']o 1 of M and 
[M S ; Ma]o~ of MI'.  For convienience, the subscripts of flit are  2 or 3. The 
relations {0i~'}, {aij}, {f3ij} are relations on different sets So, Sox , So~ , respectively. 
However, from the diagram in Fig. 3, we can easily see that each ~j  and each 
flit naturally induces relations on S,  in the following way: I f  we denote them again 
by ao" and fiij then for sl,  s 2 ~ So,  SlO~its 2 iff ((1 × Cs)(s~))o~it((1 × ¢2)(ss)) 
where as fliJ is identified with 1 ×/3i~ on S,~. 
The following theorem follows without difficulty. 
THEOREM 4.1. The relationship between the sets of relations {0it}, {cx/~-}, {fi/j} 
on the set S ,  are: 
(1) ~1 = 0~1, 
(2) fi i j  = Oij , 2 ~ i, j < 3, 
(3) 02s c~ 0a3 _c ~2s, 
(4) i f  0~2 n Oaa = %s, then ¢2 is an isomorphism and hence on the set 
S 1' = (S1')% , 0s2 and Oaa are induced by partitions. No state splitting is done 
in the decomposition [M s ; Ma] % of MI'. 
Together with Theorem 3.1, we have: 
COROLLARY. I f  %2-Cf-l(0zz), then 01z = 1. 
THEOREM 4.2. If02e C_ %~, then 011 ('~ 022 Cf- l (0n) .  
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Proof. Let s~(O~ 55 822)s 2 . By the assumption 823 _C %~, we have slc~s 2 . 
Since 0~ = %~, s~ch~s 2 . Therefore, s~c~ns 2 , s~a22s  , and s~2s  2 , by the definition 
of %~, we have f(sl, t) cq l f (s  2 , t) for all t e T. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If 0~2 C ~21 then 8al = 1. 
Therefore, in order to obtain a linear 3-decomposition from a pair decom- 
position [M 1 ; ~I~'] of M (which is linear), we can choose 023 , 03~ satisfying 
032 C ~31 and a22 _Cf-l(Gz), respectively. 
I f  we compare the above theorems with Theorem 3.1, the conditions tated 
here are stronger. Namely, it seems that one may not be able to construct 
all linear triple decompositions using our construction. However, we show 
that every linear 3-decomposition can indeed be achieved by our construction. 
Remark 4.1. Let [M 1 ; iV/2 ; fP/3]¢ be a linear 3-decomposition of M with 
matrix (Sij). Let [M 1 ; 341']% be the pair decomposition of M with matrix 
(c%-)1<i,j<3 where ~11 = On and a32 = 832 55 8~3. Let [M 2 ; NI~]~2 be the pair 
decomposition of M 1' with matrix (fii~)2<~i.~<~z where [3i~ = Oil, then ~ = 
¢1 o (1 × ¢2). Thus they satisfy the diagram in Fig. 3 and hence these two 
successive pair decompositions also reach the same linear decomposition 
[M 1 ; Af 2 ; 34z]~. We may thus assume, without loss of generality, that any 
3-decomposition can be achieved from a special sequence of successive pair 
decompositions where all state splittling is done in the first pair decomposition 
and none in the second. 
TtIEOREM 4.3. I f  c~3Z = 022 n 033 then a21 D 0~1 C~ 023. 
Proof. Let s1(0~1 55 022)s 3 . Suppose there are sl' , s 2' such that sia23si', i = 1, 2, 
and sl'cqls2'. To show f (s l ' ,  t) ~nf(s3' ,  t) for all t, we note that a22 = 833 55 03z 
and ~n = 811 - Since it is assumed that slO31s 3 , the proof is completed. 
COROLLARY. Let  ~23 = 023 55 03a • Then 8a~ = 1 iff  833 C_ 0~21 . 
THEOREM 4.4. Let  e~22 = 022 55 Oa~ . Then e~22 C_f-1(03~ ) i f f  813 = 1. 
Proof. The proof for one direction is provided by corollary of Theorem 4.1. 
Suppose 01a = I. By Theorem 3.1, 822 55 0za _Cf-1(03~ ). Since %3 = 822 55 0~3 ,
this completes the proof. 
Since every 3-decomposition can be achieved by a special sequence of suc- 
cessive pair decompositions (Remark 4.1) in which ~11 = 811 and ~33 = 
022 55 0aa, by Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 we have: 
THEOREM 4.5. Every linear 3-decomposition can be achieved f rom our construc- 
tion. 
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5. LINEAR MULTIPLE DECOMPOSITION 
The conditions obtained in the last section can be directly applied to give 
recursive conditions for obtaining a linear (i q-1)-decomposition by pair 
decomposing the last component of a linear /-decomposition. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let M = (S,  T, f )  be the given automaton. We denote 
t~(i+~)~ is an (i + 1)× ( i -t -1) matrix Ma l=M.  For any integer i>  1, w~ / 
denoting the decomposition matrix associated with an (i q- 1)-decomposition 
M(i+I). • a/r(~+l)l of 3¢. This (i + 1)-decomposition is obtained from an i ~"'' zr*i+l J 
rM( i+1}.  . ?I/I(i+l)] /-decomposition [MI°;.. . ;MJ °] of M such that t 1 ,--.,-*i-1 J=  
2V/(i). , a,(i)1 and rM (~+~). n#(~+a)~ is a pair decomposition of M~ i). Namely 1 , ' " ;  "~Vli--lJ t i , ~'~i+l J
~M (i)" , M( i  i)] M (i) in to  [M(i+~);...; a//(i+m is obtained from [ ~ ,..." by decomposing -,e ~'~+1 .I 
[M(~+a). a/r(~+i)~ i ~ a~Zi÷l J* 
As an example, [MI~); M~ =)] is a pair decomposition of M~(1)= M, and 
214 (a)" M~(a); Ma (a)] is a 3-decomposition of M such that M~(~)= M~ (a) and 1 
[M~(a); Ma (a)] is a pair decomposition of M~ ~). 
Remark 5.1. By the above process of generating further decomposition, 
we note that, for example 0~il ~= 01(] ) for each i >~ 2 and 0~ ) = ~22~(3) for each 
i ) 3, etc. Hence in general 0~ ) = 01~ +~) for each k >/ i  + 1. Thus the (i × i) 
upper block in a k-decomposition matrix, k >/ i  + 1, will remain fixed as 
in the (i + 1)-decomposition matrix. That is, (0(i+1)~ ~ = ,_~(0(k)~, for 1 ~< j, p ~< i
wherek>/ i+ l .  
LEMMA 5.1. Let [K 1 ; K 2 ; Ka] be a triple decomposition of M with matrix 
(XiJ)a×a. Let (aij)2×~ be the decomposition matrix associated with a pair decom- 
position [Ka ; [Kz ; K~]] of M.  Suppose )~2 C ~21. Then any further decomposition 
of K a will result in an ])-decomposition with matrix (75~,)~×~ P >/3 such that 
YJl ---- 1 for each 3 <~ j <~ p. 
Proof. Before proving the lemma, we remark that any of the Ki may be 
representing a block of components of a multiple decomposition of M. Let 
[K1 ; K2 ; [f~ ;...; ]~]] be such an p-decomposition of K a . By Theorem 4.2 
since X2~ __C %1, we have Xn ~ X~ -Cf-X(~n). Yet ~al = Xn thus Xll (3)i22 (3 
k~j \ 
(Nk=8 Yk/c) C Xll ff'~ X22 -Cf-a(aal). Hence  by Theorem 3.1, ~31 ~--- 1 forp ~>j ~> 3. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let rM(i+x)" . M(i+l)l be a (i + 1)-decomposition of M [. 1 , ' " ,  ~'~i+1 J 
obtained from a linear i-decomposition [Ma(i);...; M/(°] as in Definition 5.l. Suppose 
t~(i) , "p1,,,, A(i+~) = l for each j, 1 <~ j ~ i - -  1. 0 (i+1) is chosen to satisfy 0~ +1~ C %i - ,  ~ . . . . . .  i+a,J 
Any further decomposition of 71/[(i+1) results in a k-decomposition of 3/1, k >/ i  + 1 ~'~i+1 
in which O (.k) = l for each j >/ i + l, 1 ~m ~i - -1 .  ~2qn 
Proof. The decomposition matrix for [M~(~+I);...; M¢(~ +1)] may be put into 
the following block form: 
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O (i+£) . t -  
±,~ \ \ 
\ \ \ 
\ -., 
\ \ \ \ 
± \ \ \ \ 
I \  \ N \ \ 
l \ \ \ \ 
I \ \ \ 
I \ \ \ 
I \ \ \ 
I \ \ 
t ft 
(i+i) 
0 i+t,1 
( i+ l )  
~- -1, i+[  
\ ( i+i)  ( i+D 
0 i_ t , i _  ~ ~ 0 i_t ,  i.t. £ 
0(i÷t) l  
( i+ i )  i x_'i 
~i+£,  i+t  ~ i+ i , i - t  ~ ( i +~.) 
FIGURE 4 
Let the blocks down the diagonal be called /£1, /£2,  Ka ,  respectively. Then  
[K1,1<22, K3] is a triple decomposit ion of M satisfying the hypothesis of 
Lemma 5.1• Therefore, Y~I= 1 for all j, i - F1  <~j~p,  and p >~i -F1 .  
= 0 ~r) = 1 for eachp  >~i -F1 ,  Hence since yji = 01<~n4i-1-j~ t?(~) 1, we have - m
1 ~<m ~<i - - l ,  wherep  >~j~>i+l .  
THEOREM 5.3• Let rn/r(i+l). . azci+lh be a (i + 1)-decomposition of M L~Wl ~'•'~ ~'~/+1 J 
obtained from a linear i-decomposition [M1(4);...; Mi (/>] as in Definition 5.1 such 
,- ~-l/a(i+l) ~ Suppose for further decomposi- that m+l,i+ln(4+l) is chosen to satisfy 0~ ) ~_j ~Vi l,i+l]• 
tion of 71//(i+1) we choose n(i+e) D n (4+1) Then a(k) n4+~) 1 for ~"4+1 , " /+1,4+1 - -  ~ i+1, i+1 • v j , i+ . t  = v j ,4+l  ~-  
l ~ j<~i - -1 .  
Pro@ We use the same block form in Theorem 5.2 and name the blocks 
K 1 K e K a • Since o(i) C #-1to(i+1) ~ then in the triple decomposition matrix ~ ~i4 - - J  k '4+1,4+1] '  
(X~.,~)a×  associated with [K1 ;K2;Ka]  we have %2-Cf-l(Xaa) thus X~a = 1. 
But for all j, 1 ~< j ~ i - -  1, A(t+l)-~. hence Oli+a) = 1. Furthermore,  since " j ,4+l  ~ A13 , ~J , i+ l  
(4+2) ~ 0(4+1) -~--it'D(i+2) ~ ~ r--Ira(4+1) ~ D 0 (4) D t3 ~+2 0 (4+2) Hence by 
i+1 ,1+1 - -  " i+1, i+1 ~ J (V i+ l , i+ l ]  J - J  ({7i+1,i+1] - - i i  - ~ ~j=i -d j  • 
A (k )  o( i÷2)  Corollarv~ 3.2, ~m,i+lA(i+z) = 1 for 1 ~< m ~ i - -  1. By Remark 5•1, ~j,4+1 = -j,i+l 
for all h > i - -  1. Th is  completes the proof. 
Remarh 5.2. Let [Ml(m;...; M(N ~)] be any linear N-decomposit ion of M. 
Then  34 may be considered as obtained from taking successive pair decom- 
• " U)  __  U+I )  0+1!  pomtmns of M such that 0jj. - -  0j~ r3 0j+ 1,~+1, 1 ~< j ~< N - -  1. By induction 
( j+ l )  ~v (N) we see that 0~+,,~+ 1 = ('M=J+I 0m~ for each 1 ~< y ~< N - -  1. Also by Remark 5.1, 
0(~+~) : 0(N ) for N ~> j @ 1. Hence we may assume 0~ ) t3 N . 0 (N) 99 --)3 = I lqT~J q~t~ " 
THEOREM 5 .4 .  Let  t~,~rnz(i+l)'l , " ' ,  M(4+l)!i+l ~ be  an  (i + 1)-decomposition of M 
obtaine~ from [MI%..;M~ i)] suen that 0~ O~+~)c~o(i+~) T~en = ~4+1, /+1 "
[M(i+I);...; /I/I(i+l)] a~* i+ l  J i s  linear iff 
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O) <' c c <%,, 
e_lzn(i+l ) 
(2) O~ ) v_: tvi+,,i+l,. 
Proof. I f  (1) and (2) are satisfied, then by Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, 
[MI~+~);...; Mi~ +a)] is linear. Since 0~ ) C0$~+a'----= 0~ ) for all k ~>i+ 1, the 
converse can be proved using Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 of triple decomposition 
applied to the blocked triple decomposition as in Theorem 5.2. 
6. CONCLUSION 
We summarize as follows: As a result of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, given any 
l inear/-decomposit ion [M]i~;...; M~ i)] of M. Suppose one chooses a pair decom- 
position rM (i+1) M (i+1)1 of M~ i) such that the corresponding entries of their t i , s'~i+l .1 
decomposition matrix satisfy: 
(1) c <U'  c 0  ,L1, 
(2) ~.-~-J kt'~+l,/+l] • 
Then the resulting (i + 1)-decomposition of M will again he linear. 
Furthermore, Theorem 5.4 gives us the converse, namely, any linear N-  
decomposition may be reached through successive pair decompositions satisfying 
(1) and (2) above at each step i, 1 ~ i ~< N- -  1. 
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